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Ammonia (NH3) is one of the most important base chemicals, more than 80 % of
its 140 Mio. t/a production are required to ensure growth of mankind's nutrient
production. 

The Process Gas Cooler (PGC) downstream of the secondary reformer repre‐
sents the most critical heat exchanger in an ammonia plant. Besides high process
gas pressure and temperature (>30 bar, 900 - 1000 °C) the high hydrogen and
carbon monoxide partial pressures need to be taken into account when designing
the equipment.

Steinmüller Engineering is able to provide two different design solutions namely,
horizontally arranged fire tube boilers or vertically arranged water tube boilers. 

In - house process design tools such as DimBo® for thermodynamic calculations
and Druwas for flow simulation, combined with commercial engineering tools such
as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and finite element analysis (FEA) are used
by our engineers in order to improve the performance and reliability of the compo‐
nents.

Basic and detail engineering by our experienced staff combined with the fabrica‐
tion excellence of our manufacturing partners ensures the highest product quality
for performance related key components.

Especially for replacement projects combined with increased performance / plant
load Steinmüller Engineering provides tailor made solutions for client's specific
requirements.

VISIT US AT ACHEMA 2018

You will find us in Hall 9.2, Booth C39

"Upgrade, modernization or replacement of critical static equipment in ammonia and
nitric acid plants is crucial to ensure overall plant performance and long term reliabil-

ity."

Dr. Ralph Ernst, Head of Steam Generation

WHAT IS YOUR CHALLENGE?

RECENT SUCCESSFUL
PROJECTS

Excerpt of recent References:

Replacement of Process Gas Cool‐
er E301 downstream secondary re‐
former in an Ammonia plant. 

Scope covers engineering, supply
and transport, including full process
guarantees on temperature and
pressure drop.

Yara Trinidad Ltd.,
Waste heat boiler downstream sec‐
ondary reformer, 160 t/h

http://113698.seu2.cleverreach.com/m/10738767/737448-40a9dcafb068f9fc5971d08e3a17297b


Contact us for more details.

Process Plant YAT E904B
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